Add-flavored Huangqi Jian Zhong tang for gastric ulcer Effect of cases
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Abstract: objective to study and explore the therapeutic effect of modified Astragalus membranaceus decoction on gastric ulcer. method selection 2013 year1 Month ~2015 Year 6 Month I Hospital patients with gastric ulcer, case study, take a computer randomized grouping method to divide a patient into a control group, Watch group, each $ Example . contrast Group to implement conventional Western medicine treatment, The Observation Group takes the treatment of traditional Western medicine with Huangqi Jian Zhong tang to treat. compares the total clinical efficacy of two groups of patients rate and after treatment 6Recurrence in the month. The total clinical effectiveness of the result observation Group is 96%, The total clinical effectiveness of the control group is 80%, viewGroup recurrence rate is 2, recurrence rate for the control group is 16%, The difference is statistically significant CP<0.05. Conclusion Clinical treatment of gastric ulcer, take Huangqi Jian Zhong Tang treatment, can effectively improve therapeutic effects, keyword Gastric ulcer; Huangqi Jian Zhong Tang; Integrated Chinese and western medicine Figure category number in R 543.1 " Literature ID " B
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Gastric ulcer is a common peptic ulcer lesion, Clinical Presentation abdominal distension, Abdominal pain, belching et, severe shadows on patients’ daily lives ring, and without receiving prompt treatment, gastric ulcer is likely to quickly deteriorate, endangers the patient's life security [1]. so, clinically dealing with gastric ulcer Active and effective treatment. in recent years, Chinese herbal Medicine in the treatment of gastric ulcer gradually swing, This time nonporous in order to explore the treatment of gastric ulcer by adding Huangqi Jian Zhong Tang effect, Select patients with gastric ulcer $ example nonporous, now grind nonporous data Analysis complete, now reported below.

1. Data and methods

1.1 General Data

Select 2013 Year 1 Month ~ 2015 Year 6 Monthly Gastric ulcer in our hospital Example Nonporous object, All patients are examined by digestive Endoscopy, is diagnosed with alcoholic digestive ulcer, all appear abdominal distension, Abdominal pain, belching Symptoms. patient People informed consent, include it in the research nonporous, nonporous through hospital Ethics Committee The approval passes.

to divide patients into control groups by computer randomized grouping, Observe Group, each $ Example. control group Male example, Women cases, Age To ~ The year old,

average age ( 45.27±12.62 year old; Duration 3 ~ 5 Year, Average duration (2.73±1.09) Year. Observation Group Month ~ 5 Year, Average Duration (2.87± 1.14 Year. General funding for two groups of patients material
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comparison, difference no statistically significant ( corpse > 0.05).
1.2 Method

1.2.1 control group

implement conventional Western medicine treatment, Amoxicillin orally, 1.0 G, 3 Times / D; gram fosfomycin orally, 0.25 G, 2 Times / D; Lansoprazole orally, in the morning on an empty-shaped state take, mg, 1 Times / D.

1.2.2 Observation Group

In the treatment of conventional Western medicine at the same time the use of Huangqi Jian Tang decoction treatment, West Drug therapy with control group, Huangqi Jian Tang medicinal herbs composed of Astragalus membranaceus g, Caramel (* * * [ * * * ] * G), squid Bone G, radix paoniea alba G, Tangerine Peel Ten G, Guizhi Ten G, Gold Bell child ten g, Corydalis Ten G, Gaoliangjiang Ten G, Roasted Licorice 5 G, jujube 5 pieces, Add water to boil to medicine ML To, is divided into 2 take once, take time early half hour after dinner.

1.3 Therapeutic Criteria

compares the total clinical efficiency of two groups of patients with the following treatment 6 within months Recurrence Condition, to have a kick in: ulcer site basic healing, Symptom basic disappears, no impact on daily life and work; valid: ulcer area reduced reach 50%, Symptoms Improve; Invalid: the area of ulcer is reduced degree<50%, It even worsens. total efficiency = show efficiency + is efficient.

new antihypertensive drugs developed by two agents, in the experiment on spontaneous hypertension white rat with obvious antihypertensive effect, and the blood-stasis rats have the work of activating blood stasis effect, shows no toxicity, My clinical treatment provides new support.

The main ingredient in Chuanxiong is Chuanxiong lactone, liguistrazine, Ferulic acid etc, to anticoagulant effect of liguistrazine on platelet in patients with coronary heart disease, Effectively reduces the blood The surface activity of the small board, liguistrazine significantly enhances the dissolution of red blood clots, Which in turn hinders the growth of the white blood clot, effectively suppresses thrombus formation, through this Second experiment, We found intravenous liguistrazine for patients with cardiovascular disease rheology has better improvements, the reduces the concentration of red blood cells in the microvascular and the blood ratio, increase blood flow velocity in microvascular and reduce microvascular infiltration out [3]. We believe that Chuanxiong has some excellent treatment for cardio-cerebrovascular diseases, potential, that has an anticoagulant, suppresses platelet aggregation features, can also reduce the blood viscosity. also, to dilate blood vessels, improve microcirculation, increase cerebral blood flow amount, the last Chuanxiong can promptly correct the blood circulation in the txb2, effectively suppresses activation of platelet during cerebral ischemia.

To summarize, We think the use of Angelica, Chuanxiong in the treatment of cardio-cerebral vessels disease has its own advantages, Security is higher, can help patients with early Day Rehabilitation, is the primary way to treat cardio-cerebrovascular disease at this stage, in clinical application and new drug development.
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1.4 Statistical Methods

takes the SPSS 19.0 Software learns to parse data, Count data with number of cases (), Percentage of (%) represents, with x² Quarantine, Metering profile with "^" Soil, for,with Song, dead body <0.05 There are statistics for the difference learn meaning.

2. result

2.1 Comparison of the outcomes of the two groups of patients

The total clinical efficiency of the observation group is 96%, Total clinical efficiency of the control group = 80%, difference statistically significant

2.2 Recurrence comparison
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after treatment 6 Month, Observation Group recurring patients 1 Example, Its recurrence rate is 2, Recurrence in control group 8 Example, Its recurrence rate is 16%, difference has accrual significance ( corpse <0.05).

3. Discussion

In recent years, Food Structure, Custom Change, plus accelerated pace of life and increased work pressure, lead to high morbidity of gastric ulcer, with elevation trend. Gastric ulcer as a common digestive ulcer, typical digestive ulcer feature, abdominal distension, Abdominal pain, belching, brings significant to patients' daily lives pain and interference, if not treated in time or ineffective, Most likely develop to Severe gastric perforation, , necrosis, triggering massive digestive tract haemorrhage, endangering patient life security all [3]. So, actively and effectively treat gastric ulcer in clinical practice.

Because of the occurrence of gastric ulcers and Hp Infection, too much acid secretion for, because of the this, Clinical treatment of gastric ulcer mainly with antibiotics, drug therapy such as proton pump inhibitors cure is primarily. The antibiotics given by the control group in this study nonporous, proton pump inhibitors respectively foramoxicillin, clarithromycin, lansoprazole, where amoxicillin, clarithromycin belongs to antibiotics, effective suppression Hp Active, Mitigation Hp Infection; and Lansoprazole Triazole is a new type of proton pump inhibitor, is a weak alkali compound, to be able to be in the acid environment when the wall, automatically convert to active sulfonamide compounds, Confrontation Child pumps play a strong irreversible effect, effectively suppresses gastric acid secretion, reduce stomach acid stimulation to gastric mucosa, Promoting gastric ulcer lesion healing [4].

In recent years, Traditional Chinese medicine has also developed rapidly, and is gradually applied to the stomach Clinical treatment for ulcers, gastric ulcer in Traditional Chinese medicine, "stomachache" category, Multiple emotional internal injuries, alien intrusion, loss of spleen due to poor diet, stomach loss, TCM treatment with and medium pain relief, warm spleen is main [6]. Yellow qi Jian Zhong tang with Astragalus can be muscular shut down, jiapi Yiqi, Caramel can be filled with slow urgent, squid bones, radix paeoniae alba, Cassia twig, Tangerine Peel, Golden Bell child, Corydalis, galangal Jiang Coqing pyrolysis tables, line qi pain Relief, jujube to activate blood stasis, Stir- Licorice Adjustable and medicine, all drugs to treat gastric ulcer, Effective [6].

This nonporous results show, Add the observation group of Huangqi Jian Tang to its clinical Total active rate 96%, control group with pure Western medicine its clinical total is efficiency is 80%, Recurrence rate of the observation group is 2, recurrence rate for the control group is 16%, Difference is statistically significant ( corpse <0.05).Description of Huangqi Jian Zhong Tang treatment not only improves the efficacy of patients with gastric ulcer, also reduces recurrence.

To summarize, in the clinical treatment of gastric ulcer, take Huangqi Jian Tang Add-flavor treatment, to improve treatment effect, reduce recurrence.
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